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PROSE 

I HAVE A DREAM 

MARTIN LUTHER KING 

             The "I Have a Dream" speech by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was delivered during 

the 1963 March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom. He gave the speech at the Lincoln 

Memorial in Washington, D.C.; this speech expresses King’s notorious hope for America 

and the need for change. He opens the speech by stating how happy he is to be with the 

marchers, and emphasizes the historical significance of their march by calling it “the 

greatest demonstration for freedom in the history of our nation.” He talks about Abraham 

Lincoln signing the Emancipation Proclamation one hundred years before the march. He 

calls that proclamation “a joyous daybreak to end the long night of their captivity,” where 

“their” refers to those who were enslaved. King then comes to the problems faced by 

African Americans in 1963, saying that one hundred years later, they still are not free. 

Instead, they are “sadly crippled by the manacles of segregation and the chains of 

discrimination.” He also discusses the poverty endured by black Americans. King talks 

about when the founders of the nation (“the architects of our republic”) wrote the 

Constitution and the Declaration of Independence. He says they were writing a promissory 

note to every American, that all men were guaranteed the unalienable rights of life, liberty 

and the pursuit of happiness, and that this included black men as well as white. He states 

that America defaulted on that check where black citizens are concerned by denying them 

those rights. “America has given the Negro people a bad check, a check which has come 

back marked insufficient funds,” he says. 

 

                     King then adopts a more hopeful tone by adding that the “bank of justice” is 

not bankrupt. He also states that there is urgency in their cause: “This is no time to engage 

in the luxury of cooling off or to take the tranquilizing drug of gradualism.” He uses the 

seasons as a metaphor to describe this urgency by saying that the legitimate discontent of 

African Americans is a “sweltering summer,” and that freedom and equality will be an 

“invigorating autumn.” He also promises that this protest is not going away. It’s not about 

voicing grievances and then going back to the status quo: “The whirlwinds of revolt will 

continue to shake the foundations of our nation until the bright day of justice emerges,” he 

states. King then cautions his people not to commit any wrongful deeds. He says, “Let us 

not seek to satisfy our thirst for freedom by drinking from the cup of bitterness and hatred.” 

This is a crucially important sentiment, as King’s leadership was defined by civil 

disobedience, not violence. He proved that real legal change could be made without 

resorting to violence. Though there was much violence during the Civil Rights movement, 

he was always for peace, and urged others to protest peacefully, what he calls in his speech 

“the high plane of dignity and discipline.” He also stresses the importance of recognizing 

white people who want to protest for this same cause—those allies that are necessary to its 

success. King provides some specific goals. He says they can’t stop marching so long as 

they suffer police brutality, so long as they’re turned away from hotels, so long as they’re 

confined to ghettos, so long as they’re subject to segregation, and so long as they do not 

have the right to vote. He then recognizes the struggles that many of the marchers have 
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already endured, and asks them to undertake that struggle again, and to have hope that their 

situation can and will change. 

 

                   Then comes the most famous part of this speech, for which it is titled. King 

says his dream is “deeply rooted in the American dream.” This reinforces the protestors’ 

rights to equality in America. He says he dreams that “the sons of former slaves and the 

sons of former slave owners will be able to sit down together at the table of brotherhood.” 

This emphasizes the need for black and white Americans to work together. Central to the 

message of this speech, and the Civil Rights movement more generally, is this line: “I have 

a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be 

judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character.” He talks about the 

importance of faith, and that “all flesh shall see [the glory of the Lord] together.” That faith, 

he says, will help them in the struggles they’ve faced, the struggles they still face, and those 

struggles yet to come as they peacefully fight for liberty and equality. King then uses a line 

from the song, "My Country ‘Tis of Thee": “This will be the day, this will be the day when 

all of God’s children will be able to sing with new meaning: ‘My country, ‘tis of thee, 

sweet land of liberty, of thee I sing. Land where my fathers died, land of the pilgrim’s 

pride, from every mountainside, let freedom ring!’” Only by realizing this as truth, King 

says, can America become a great nation. He begins the next section by mentioning 

mountainsides throughout the country, repeating “Let freedom ring.” King closes the 

speech with another iconic line: “When all of God’s children, black men and white men, 

Jews and Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, will be able to join hands and sing the words 

of the old Negro spiritual: ‘Free at last! Free at last! Thank God Almighty, we are free at 

last!’” 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

YES WE CAN  

BY BARACK OBAMA 

Barack Obama, born August 4, 1961 is the current and first African-American president of the 

United States of America. Barack Obama is married to First Lady Michelle Obama and 

together have two children, Malia and Sasha. 

President Obama was elected November 4, 2008 and is still currently running in the office as 

President. Obama believes in change and is his inaugural focus for each campaign and overall 

aim of being President of the United States. 

 

The famous “Yes We Can” speech was delivered by Barack Obama, the first African-American 

President of the United States on January 8, 2008 in New Hampshire prior to being elected 

November 4, 2008. “Yes We Can” is the campaign slogan of Obama’s that enforces change 

among the people and empowers the search and reach for unity to assist and resolve the issues 

of America with the hope and willpower of a team, which is the United States of America.  

This speech is said to be historic in the power, inspirational features and hope for unification 

among the people. He mentions justice, equality, opportunity and prosperity which are all 

factors of that of the American Dream. This speech has made history for Obama and many 
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believe was the force that drove him to presidency later on that year, withholding the title of 

first black president. 

In 2009 Barack Obama, the United States 44th president, delivered an extraordinary, 

well written and patriotic victory speech. The following will be an analysis of the intent 

behind Obama’s speech and how it relates to three fundamental facts and how it relates to the 

status of the United States in the present day. The most important fact about Obama’s Victory 

Speech is that he cares; more specifically, this is exemplified when he declares that he cares 

about the safety, rights and unity of the United States. Obama uses pathos and repetitiveness 

to provide specific emphasis on important subjects of matter. His word choice and examples 

are powerful. Throughout the speech Obama cares about the people- that is all races, sexes, 

ages etc. He humbly devotes his victory to the people, and he advocates that his victory is 

only a small step to success that the people are able to obtain by being involved in the nations 

presidential elections and the legislative laws that can be created. 

The first half of Barack Obama’s victory speech is him strategically- in order of importance- 

thanking particular groups for his victory in presidential candidacy. He begins by presenting 

an unwavering question to a doubtful audience, and then he claims to have a solution for the 

audience that has doubt in whether if American still has the same potential. Starting a victory 

speech with a problem and claiming to have a solution is an instant attention grabber. After 

his attention grabber, he started thanking his specific groups. He then uses pathos to appeal to 

the emotions of the public by addressing that his answer is found in schools, churches and 

people that have patiently waited for their voice to be heard and to make a difference. Obama 

being elected was their voice being heard and his victory would be the difference that they 

are seeking. This is pathos because Obama was targeting the groups who felt as if they had no 

standing in the decisions made in the political elections and ratifications. He was giving hope 

to those who doubted that he could actually win and be the first African American president 

of the United States. He names different races, sexual orientations, political parties, 

disabilities and the American segregation of Red and Blue States. In this moment he set a 

powerful and assertive tone because he provided that the answer to his presented problem 

was found in the answer amongst all these groups. His repetitiveness helped establish the 

seriousness of his “answer” and overall it built for great suspense. An intriguing part about 

Obamas speech was him bringing up unity for the entire country which has been a huge 

debate in the birth and growth of the country. This emotional and historical fact brings a 

sense of peace, accomplishment and pride. This concept is traced back to the American Civil 

War in the 1860’s and the Reconstruction phase that ultimately tried to seal the wounds that 

the war had caused on the destruction of unity in the country. Before the Civil War 

Americans were not given the same liberty privileges. Northern states advocated for the 

abolishment of slavery and the Southern states favored slavery. The North and South was 

segregated by political parties. So, after the Civil War, the abolishment of slavery was 

accomplished through the difficult ratification of amendments. (Eric Foner) The powerful 

“answer” that Obama mentions at the beginning of his speech was not strategically solved, 

instead it was found in the people. His victory was transferred to the people by his amazing 

introduction. 

Then, Obama starts thanking certain individuals for his campaigns victory. He begins 

by thanking Senator McCain and Governor Pain in their hard work in the campaign. He also 

singles out Joe Biden who then served as his right hand as Vice President. Obama then 

expresses his devotion and love his ultimate best friend and wife, Michelle Obama. He gives 

a special recognition to his daughters and even makes a subtle joke telling them they can 
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finally get a puppy at the White House. Obama is known for having the ability give powerful 

speeches but at the same time he has the ability to make certain comments humorous and he 

does it here. Adding a little humor to a serious speech keeps the audience awake and 

intrigued. He also gives special recognition to his campaign manager and strategist advisor. 

So, as previously stated, Obama begins by stating that the answer to the American question is 

given by the people. Then he personally and humbly thanks all his loved ones. But he 

concludes his acknowledgments by ultimately thanking the American citizens. Again, he 

acknowledges that the victory belongs to the people, and not him, “But above all, I will never 

forget who this victory truly belongs to- it belongs to you.” This is a humble and strategic use 

of pathos because, again, he is immediately transferring his victory as president and giving it 

to the people. Nonetheless, he states that his campaign was not built on a lot of money, rather 

it began with the small contributions by those who believed in him. It was built by the 

working class, the young and the older. He ends this paragraph by stating his repetitive 

method of “This is your victory.” Repetitiveness creates emotion and emphasis in the authors 

message. Obamas message was clear, the victory was for the people. (Repetition) 

Now that he successfully thanked the people and his personal partners in achieving 

victory, for the people, he begins to talk with care about safety, rights and unity. The 

importance about Obama’s victory speech is that he wants the audience to know that he cares. 

He cares for everyone, even those who do not support him. As he claims, he even asserts that 

he will listen to those who fall under disagreement with his policies. He cares about 

everyone’s opinion and the overall well establishment of the United States. Obama makes is a 

point that everyone’s protected speech is subject to be heard under his presidency, as it 

should be under the First Amendment. He cares to know about the proclamations that others 

have to make in regard to the welfare of the country. However, this empowering and self-

assuring speech is disregarded in today’s society because the safety that Obama ensures is not 

the same with the current president. If that were the case, gun restriction policies would be 

heard by the President and his Republican Party. Now, countries such are Uruguay, Japan and 

Venezuela urge its citizens to postpone flights to the United States because the U.S is 

suffering of mass shootings fed by racisms and discrimination. They even urge people to 

avoid large public gatherings where firearms are used on large populations of people. Mass 

shootings were not one of Obama’s main concepts in resolution for the country because they 

were not this dangerous during his elected term. Safety issue was not a matter of subject for 

Obama. Instead he claimed that everyone had to participate in the production of laws. Should 

this have been a matter of serious debate, then only a reasonable person, after reading his 

victory speech, would conclude that a resolution of this sort is something Obama would have 

ensured in his victory. Instead, he ensured people that he cares to listen, and he encourages 

everyone to take matters on legal matters, in this case, gun restrictions. The analysis in 

Obama’s speech is important because it is completely different from that of our current 

President, Donald Trump. At the beginning of Trumps victory speech he mentions how he 

had just received a call from Secretary Clinton and how she was congratulating him for his 

victory. He claimed, “She congratulated us. It’s about us.” Trump specifically made the 

victory for Trump supporters as opposed to Obama who transferred his victory to the people. 

Towards the end of his speech he says, “… we’re going to be doing a job that hopefully you 

will be so proud of your President.” (Trump’s Victory Speech) In comparison to Obama’s 

victory speech he made the speech more about himself and his win in the 2016 presidential 

election. After carefully reading Mr. Trump’s victory speech it didn’t provide the same sense 

of care that Obama built. The speech Trump introduced was not as passionate, critical or 

hopeful. Throughout his presidential campaign he promoted white supremacy. He promised 

to throw every immigrant back to their country while making inappropriate comments about 
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the immigrants. As a result, mass shootings by white supremacists targeting minority groups 

has increased. The safety of America is not concrete, it is in danger. Many Americans are 

distraught and attending public events is discouraging because of its lack of safety. It is the 

opposite today, of what Obama’s Victory Speech promoted because today’s president does 

not offer the same care to listen to the opposing persons viewpoints. 

After careful consideration of the safety repercussions that the country has faced 

based off of Trumps lack of care in his speeches, the overall rights reserved to the people in 

Obama’s victory speech will be analyzed. Obama’s intriguing sentence, “And above all, I 

will ask you join in the work of remaking this nation the only way it’s been done in American 

for two-hundred and twenty-one years- block by block, brick by brick, calloused hand by 

calloused hand.” Here, Obama is encouraging the citizens of the United States to participate 

in legislative matters. Policies are introduced by the people, they elect their presidents, they 

vote, and they use their rights to help make a change in the country. The United States is a 

democracy by which the people govern through an elected set of representatives enact on 

behalf of the people. (Smithsonian) Obama upholds this truth by encouraging for everyone to 

be involved in the governing of the United States through their granted jurisprudential rights. 

It is because citizens in the past exercised their rights, that they were successfully able to 

overpass some of the United States most detrimental moments in history. Some examples of 

some detrimental moments in American history are given in Obamas victory speech: slavery, 

Dust Bowl, Great Depression, war. Yet, America conquered it all. It was conquered when 

American citizens took the action to exercise their given rights and it is because of the people 

that America was able to have an African American president. Obama does a great job in 

caring Ann Nixon Cooper through a timeline of America’s history and evoking a sense of 

pride and achievement. Obama’s message was that the rights are owned by the people, and it 

is when they take full control of these rights that they are able to overcome any national 

problems. Obama evokes this American pride in the people, and he claims that anything is 

possible under the rights that pertain to the people. Most importantly, after every 

accomplishment that the United States overcame, Obama ends it with an empowering “Yes 

we can.”  

“Yes we can,” not only applies to the successful achievements granted by the people 

exercising their rights but it also refers to the Obamas encouragement of unity in the country. 

It is only when the United States is united that they are able to overcome difficult moments. 

Obama declares that yes, the country has been successful in many things, but there are a lot 

more accomplishments that the country must overcome, and it will be done as a united 

country. “… that out of many, we are one; that while we breathe, we hope, and where we are 

met with cynicism, and doubt, and those who tell us that we can’t, we will respond with that 

timeless creed that sums up the spirit of a people…” This statement is essential to the 

importance of unity. Unity is important in a democracy and throughout history it has been 

evident that every time the country is divided, the people suffer many consequences. In early 

American history, slavery was considered normal in society. Slavery was legal, it even lasted 

nearly two and a half centuries before the 13th amendment was ratified, and slavery was 

abolished. In this crucial time period in American history, the colonies were divided into the 

North and the South. It is no secret that former president Abraham Lincoln owned slaves, nor 

did he agree that slavery should be abolished but it is because he preferred the well-being of 

the country that he decided to abolish slavery. This wasn’t the only divide witnessed in the 

United States. It is seen today with the very different views between the two most powerful 

parties in America, the democrats and the republicans. However, in Obama’s victory speech 

he promotes that his victory was a huge step in unity. America was able to abolish slavery 
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and further down in the future it was able to have an African American president. Both of 

these things were signs of unity and progressive American legislation that allowed both of 

these circumstances to even occur. So, in the victory speech, Obama cherished unity and 

declared that a united America can achieve anything. However, this sense of national unity 

seems so distant today. Now, President Trump has caused a divide in the country by insulting 

many public officials, specifically those belonging to the democratic party. He has urged the 

separation of immigrant families by holding them in detention camps where they are being 

treated inhumane. Many in the country urge for this type of conduct to be illegal and 

immediately stopped; meanwhile, others declare that it is only right that these families be 

detained and sent back to their country. The unity once felt in Obama’s victory speech seems 

so distant in history. 

 


